For explaining about the quantized Barkhausen jump that is observed in iron nanowires system, we introduced the two type spin Josephson junction models. One type of these system are composed of the sandwich structure by FM (ferromagnet)/AM (anti ferromagnet)/FM junction, and its dual junction is consists of the sandwich structure by AF/FM/AF junction. In order to apply to spintronics technology these spin junction models, we constructed a dual control theory by pseudo-spin quantum Hall effect. 3) in the sandwich structure of the FM (ferromagnet)/ AM (antiferromagnet)/FM junction that operates using single domain wall tunneling. As another type of these models which is a dual models of FM/AF/FM junction, we have devised model of antiferromagnetic spin Josephson junction device in the sandwich structure of the AM/FM/AM junction that operates using single magnetic moment tunneling. Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of FM/AF/FM junction.
In aligned carbon nanotubes systems containing iron nanowires, 1) presence of quantized Barkhausen jump 2) has been confirmed. Usually, cause of quantized Barkhausen jump is believed to depinning of domains or magnetization reversal. On the other hand, we believe that essential cause of quantized Barkhausen jump are tunneling of quantized magnetic moment or quantized magnetic domain wall. According to the view presented above, we introduced the two type spin junction models. One type of these models, as an analogy for the Josephson junction device, we have devised model of ferromagnetic spin Josephson junction device 3) in the sandwich structure of the FM (ferromagnet)/ AM (antiferromagnet)/FM junction that operates using single domain wall tunneling. As another type of these models which is a dual models of FM/AF/FM junction, we have devised model of antiferromagnetic spin Josephson junction device in the sandwich structure of the AM/FM/AM junction that operates using single magnetic moment tunneling. Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of FM/AF/FM junction.
In the FM/AF/FM junction of Fig. 1(a) , Antiferromagnetic material (spin-dielectric material) barrier that sandwiched between the ferromagnetic material is functions as a spin capacitor. In Fig. 1(b) , shows the conceptual diagram of a spin capacitor. 4, 5) In Fig. 1(b) , up spin state "¼" can be considered as negative spin charge "ÀQ 0 s " in Fig. 1(c) . Similarly, in Fig. 1 (b) down spin state "←" can be considered as positive spin charge "þQ 0 s " in Fig. 1(c) . Here +S, ¹S are total amount of positive and negative spin-charge (spin magnetic moment) in the spin electrode respectively. In Figs. 2(a)2(d) below shows stepwise tunneling process of single domain wall. In Fig. 2(a) , the single domain wall not occur in the electrode. In the negative spin electrode of Fig. 2(b) , if the single domain wall is generate by quantum fluctuations, case of the antiferromagnetic layer which is close to this, magnetic reversal occurs, single ferromagnetic magnetic moment are occurs. In Fig. 2(c) , the single ferromagnetic magnetic moment transitions to one unit to the positive electrode side. In Fig. 2(c) , the single domain wall reaches the positive electrode side, tunneling is completed.
As a model for such ferromagnetic spin Josephson systems, first, we consider Hamiltonian of the Heisenberg XXZ spin models 4) as follows:
The first term is the Zeeman energy due to the z-component of external magnetic field H z ðjÞ, where ® 0 B is Bohr magneton in E-H corresponding, the second first term describe the Ising spin energy, and the third term describe the XY spin energy. We can rewrite the Hamiltonian from an analogy of Josephson junctions 4, 5) as follows: 
where V s ¼ H z ½A Á m À1 and I s ½V Á m are spin voltage and spin current of FM/AF/FM junction respectively. Thereafter, we adopt the SI base unit. From eq. (3), it is possible to derive the AC spin Josephson effect. The spin current may be expressed by the expansion of the Bessel function J m of order m as follows: From the similarity of shape quantized Barkhausen jump and "spin Shapiro step", factors of occurrence of quantized Barkhausen jump, we can consider as the presence of "spin Shapiro step".
The dual Hamiltonian 3,5) H dw (antiferromagnetic spin Josephson systems) of eq. (2) is given by: 
whereṼ s ½V Á m andĨ s ½A Á m À1 are dual spin voltage and dual spin current of AF/FM/AF junction respectively. From ferromagnetic spin Josephson equations eq. (3) and antiferromagnetic spin Josephson equations eq. (5), by imposing duality conditions, 5) we derived the spin resistance
2 E xy N dw . As a special case of these conditions, in the case of N XY ¼ N dw and E z ¼ 2³ 2 E xy , therefore, become n = 1, the spin resistance R s is equal to the quantum spin resistance R s Q , it becomes self dual state. If the n takes an integer value ðn ¼ 0; AE1; AE2 Á Á ÁÞ, the spin resistance can be considered as pseudo-spin quantum Hall effect with pure spin current. These results are shown in Fig. 4 .
We show the theoretical conditions 5) of magnetic phase transition for control of these devices as follows:
In the eq. (7), case of condition of N XY ) N dw or E z ) E xy , it becomes spin insulator state. In particular, in this extreme case R s ! 1, it becomes super spin insulator state (antiferromagnetic state). If the reverse case, in the condition of N XY ( N dw or E xy ) E z , it becomes spin conductor state. In particular, in this extreme case R s ! 0, it becomes super spin conductor state (ferromagnetic state).
In this rapid publication, our results are described as follows. We assumed that essential cause of quantized Barkhausen jump are tunneling of quantized magnetic moment or quantized magnetic domain wall, we introduced the two type spin junction models. From the similarity of shape, factors of occurrence of quantized Barkhausen jump, we considered as the presence of "spin Shapiro step". In the second results, we indicated conditions for pseudo-spin quantum Hall effect with pure spin current without the electron tunneling occurs and showed the theoretical conditions of magnetic phase transition for control of these devices.
